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AMALIGNANT BOT CONFRONTATIONMETHOD AND ITS SYSTEM

Technical Field

The present invention generally relates to a malicious BOT measures method and

its system, and more preferably, to a method for detecting, analyzing a domain name for

excessive DNS queries in a network security system, registering the corresponding

domain name as a management target and redirecting an abnormal DNS query to protect

DNS server and prevent security accidents caused by malicious BOTs.

Background of the Invention

A BOT refers to one of software for performing or controlling a predetermined

operation by a specific event or a specific command as a script code having various

functions including a remote function for specific objects. Moreover, a malicious BOT

refers to a BOT for performing a malicious operation by a malicious user to intrude other

computers or systems, thereby causing damages. The malicious BOT intrudes

computers or systems which are in poor security to execute commands onto these systems,

attacks other computers or systems, or discloses information from the compromised

systems.

When the malicious BOT attacks a specific network or system, it generates more

data than the capacity of the target network or system so as to disable the normal service.

The malicious BOT performs a DNS query for an IP address of a target system

to a DNS server so as to obtain the IP address of the target system. An excessive traffic

generated from the computer infected by the malicious BOT may cause damages to the

network as well as the target system hi order to prevent these damages, a contents

filtering system has been recently used.

When the computer or system infected by malicious BOT performs a DNS query

so as to obtain an IP address, the contents filtering system checks out the contents of the



query. The contents filtering system checks out the contents to generate a DNS query

blocking rule set, and deals with malicious BOTs by dropping the DNS query from the

malicious BOTs.

But there is a problem that the source station generating an abnormal DNS query

can repeatedly generate the same query, because the contents filtering system drops the

abnormal DNS queries. The re-generation of queries causes heavy traffic so that the

service is disabled by overload of network equipments.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OFTHE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

Technical Subject

Various embodiments of the present invention are directed at detecting the

excessive DNS queries generated by compromised computers or systems through

malicious BOT, analyzing these queries, registering the abnormal domain name as a

management target, and redirecting the abnormal DNS query registered as a management

target to protect the DNS servers and prevent the security accidents by malicious BOT

attacks previously.

Technical Solution

According to an embodiment of the present invention, a malicious BOT

measures method comprises the steps of detecting the excessive DNS queries generated

by compromised personal computers through malicious BOT, analyzing these queries to

classify into normal or abnormal management target, registering the abnormal domain

name as a management target, forwarding the normal DNS queries to DNS servers and

redirecting the abnormal DNS query registered as a management target to a redirection

processing & response system.

According to an embodiment of the present invention, a malicious BOT



measures system comprises a redirection processing system for analyzing these queries to

classify into normal or abnormal management target, registering the domain name as

normal or abnormal management target and redirecting the abnormal DNS query

registered as a management target to a redirection processing & response system, and a

redirection processing & response system for generating a response to the abnormal DNS

query.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Fig. 1 is a diagram illustrating a malicious BOT measures system according to an

embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 2 is a flow chart illustrating a malicious BOT measures method according to

an embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 3 is a flow chart illustrating a normal DNS query request/response according

to an embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 4 is a flow chart illustrating an abnormal DNS query request/response

according to an embodiment of the present invention.

Preferred Embodiments

The present invention will be explained with reference to the attached drawings.

Fig. 1 is a diagram illustrating a malicious BOT measures system according to an

embodiment of the present invention.

In this embodiment, a malicious BOT measures system includes a router 101, a

redirection processing system 200, a DNS 300, a redirection processing & response

system 400 and a honey pot system (not shown).

The router 101 transmits the traffic of a network 100 toward the DNS 300 to the

redirection processing system 200.

The redirection processing system 200 includes a Domain Analysis &



Redirection (hereinafter, referred to as "DAD") 201 and a spare switch 202.

The DAD 201 of the redirection processing system 200 analyzes the traffic

approaching DNS 300 to redirect an abnormal DNS query.

The DAD 201 as a switch based on layer 4 and/or layer 7 detects excessive DNS

query traffic, and checks out which domain name generates the excessive DNS queries.

Then, the DAD 201 registers the domain name which generates the excessive DNS

queries as normal or abnormal management target list to redirect the DNS query for the

domain name registered in the abnormal management target list. Thereafter, the DAD

201 changes the destination address of a DNS query which is determined to be redirected

with the address of the redirection processing & response system 400. Then the

abnormal DNS query whose destination address has been changed is routed from the

DAD 201 to the redirection processing & response system 400 because its destination

address is not the DNS 300 but the redirection processing & response system 400. If the

DNS query is a domain name registered in the normal management target, the DAD 201

routes the DNS query to the DNS 300.

The spare switch 202 performs the same function as the DAD 201, and it is a

redundant device of the DAD 201 for emergency such as troubles of the DAD 201.

When an IP address of a domain name is queried, the DNS 300 for storing an IP

address of a domain name transmits an IP address corresponding to the queried domain

name as a response. Embodiments of the DNS 300 can be various.

In this embodiment, an example of the DNS 300 consists of a L4 switch 301 and

DNS servers 302.

The DNS server 302 is required to have IP addresses of all domain names.

However, it is difficult to store IP addresses of all domain names in one server. That is,

the DNS 300 consists of several DNS servers 302 because of service speed and storage

limit. As each system of DNS servers 302 has a different address, there will be

somewhat confusion on accessing the DNS 300.



The L4 switch 301 has a Virtual Internet Protocol (hereinafter, referred to as

"VIP") address of the DNS 300, receives a DNS query from the redirection processing

system 200, and transmits the DNS query to the DNS server 302. The L4 switch 301

has a VBP address of the DNS 300 so that a user in the network 100 uses the VIP address

when DNS query. The query using the VD? address is routed to the L4 switch 301, and

then transmitted from the L4 switch 301 to the corresponding DNS server 302.

The redirection processing & response system 400 deals with the abnormal DNS

query by response strategy which is set by a network administrator.

The redirection processing & response system 400 includes a firewall 401, a

sinkhole L4 switch 402 and sinkhole DNS servers 403.

The firewall 401 converts the destination address of a abnormal DNS query

routed from the redirection processing system 200 into that of the sinkhole L4 switch 402

using NAT (Network Address Translation) function.

The sinkhole DNS server 403 of the redirection processing & response system

400 is a kind of DNS server. Thus, the sinkhole L4 switch 402 is required in the

sinkhole DNS server 403. The sinkhole L4 switch 402 of the redirection processing &

response system 400 has the same VIP address as that of the DNS(300). When a source

station which generated an abnormal DNS query receives a response, it checks out a

source IP address of the response to identify whether the response is corresponding to the

query generated by the source station itself. If the source address is different, the

response does not relationship to the request of the source station so that the source

station drops this response. As a result, in order to the sinkhole L4 switch 402 has the

same address as that of the DNS 300, the firewall 402 converts the destination address of

the query into the VIP address of the sinkhole L4 switch 402.

The sinkhole L4 switch 402 transmits the response generated from the sinkhole

DNS servers 403 to the router 101. This path, as a one-way static path to the router 101,

prevents the DNS query from being transferred to the redirection processing & response



system 400 without analysis of the redirection processing system 200 in the router 101.

The sinkhole DNS servers 403 generates a response to the abnormal DNS query.

The response of the sinkhole DNS server 403 is different from the normal response

generated from the DNS 300. The response generated from the sinkhole DNS servers

403 is to deal with malicious BOTs.

The honey pot system (not shown) is for the intrusion temptation of malicious

BOTs and the analysis of the characteristics of BOTs. The redirection processing &

response system 400 and the honey pot system (not shown) can be located at the same

place or different places through the internet network.

Fig. 2 is a flow chart illustrating a malicious BOT measures method according to

an embodiment of the present invention.

The redirection processing system 200 detects exceed queries over the threshold-

value among DNS queries received through the router 101 (S2). The redirection

processing system 200, which is located between the network 100 and the DNS 300,

calculates the number of DNS queries for a specific domain name so as to decide whether

it is over a predetermined number set by a network administrator or an administering

system, and then detects a domain name exceeding a threshold value.

The redirection processing system 200 analyzes and identifies the domain name

exceeding the threshold value to classify into normal or abnormal management target (S4).

The switch based on layer 4 and/or layer 7 can perform other functions except deciding

the optimum path. This kind of switch is able to distinguish the DNS service types of

queries using the port information of TCP/UDP (Transmission Control Protocol/User

Datagram Protocol) of the switch. Especially, the function based on the layer 7 can

provide more information such as contents pattern of traffic. A network administrator

judges with this information whether the domain name is normal or not.

As for the analysis result of the step S4, in case of the domain name classified as

normal, the redirection processing system 200 registers the domain name in a normal



management target list of the redirection processing system 200 (S6).

On the other hand, in case of the domain name classified as abnormal, the

redirection processing system 200 registers the domain name in an abnormal management

target list of the redirection processing system 200 (S8).

As the redirection processing system 200 registers each domain name in the

normal or abnormal management target list (S6 or S8), the redirection processing system

200 can distinguish between the normality and the abnormality of the following DNS

queries (SlO).

In the step SlO, when the redirection processing system 200 judges a DNS query

as abnormal, the redirection processing system 200 redirects the DNS query to the

redirection processing & response system 400 (S12). The redirection processing system

200 changes a destination address of the DNS query into an address of the firewall 401 of

the redirection processing & response system 400 with Network Address Translation

(hereinafter, referred to as "NAT"). The DNS query whose destination address has been

changed can be redirected not into the DNS 300 but into the redirection processing &

response system 400, because the destination address of the DNS query is not for the

DNS 300 but for the firewall 401 of the redirection processing & response system 400.

The query whose destination address has been changed into the destination

address of the redirection processing system 200 is transmitted to the firewall 401 of the

redirection processing & response system 400 (S 14). The DNS 300 has the same VIP

address as that of the redirection processing & response system 400. The destination

address of the redirected DNS query is changed into the sinkhole DNS server 403 by the

NAT in the firewall 401 of the redirection processing & response system 400. The

query whose destination address has been changed by the NAT is transmitted to the

sinkhole DNS server 403, which generates a response to the query (S16). However, the

sinkhole DNS server 403 generates a different response from that of DNS server 302.

The DNS query transmitted to the sinkhole DNS server 403 as an abnormal query may



cause damage to a specific network or system. In order to prevent this damage, the

sinkhole DNS server 403 responses to the DNS query with a loop-back address

(127.0.0.1) or an IP address of the honey pot system (not shown). The loop-back

address can contain the traffic generated by malicious BOT within its compromised

system or computer. The honey pot system (not shown) for the intrusion temptation and

the analysis of the characteristics of malicious BOTs reduces damages of other systems or

networks by inducing the intrusions of malicious BOTs into this system and seeks

countermeasures of malicious BOTs through characteristic analysis.

The response generated from the sinkhole DNS server 403 is transmitted through

the sinkhole L4 switch 402 and the router 101 (S 16) to the source station which is

compromised PC by malicious BOT. Since the sinkhole DNS server 403 has the same

VIP address as that of the DNS server 302, the response generated from the sinkhole DNS

server 403 has the same source IP address as that of the response generated from the DNS

servers 302. If the source IP addresses are different, the source station which is

compromised PC by malicious BOT judges that the response is not corresponding to its

request, and then drops the response. Therefore, the source IP addresses should be the

same as that of DNS servers.

In the step SlO, when the redirection processing system 200 judges that the DNS

query is normal, the redirection processing system 200 transmits the DNS query to the

DNS 300 (S18).

The DNS server 302 looks up an IP address which is related to the domain name

requested in the DNS query to generate a response to the DNS query. The generated

response is transmitted to the router 101 through the L4 switch 301 and the redirection

processing system 200, and then transmitted from the router 101 to the source station

(S20).

Fig. 3 is a flow chart illustrating a normal DNS query request/response according

to an embodiment of the present invention.



In order for the source station which is not compromised PC by malicious BOT ,

having an IP address (1.1.1.1), to obtain an IP address of a domain name (abc.com), it

transmits the DNS query to the DNS 300 having an IP address (100.100.3.1). When the

query is normal, the redirection processing system 200 passes that query to the DNS 300.

The DNS 300 that received the DNS query looks up an IP address (10.10.1.1) of the

domain name (abc.com) requested in the received DNS query, and then responds with the

destination EP address (1.1.1.1).

Fig. 4 is a flow chart illustrating an abnormal DNS query request/response

according to an embodiment of the present invention.

When a compromised computer or system by malicious BOT, having an EP

address (2.2.2.2), requests an abnormal DNS query, the redirection processing system 200

changes a destination address of the abnormal DNS query into a firewall address

(100.100.10.1) of the redirection processing & response system 400 to transmit the

abnormal query to the firewall 401. The firewall 401 changes the destination address

into the IP address of a sinkhole DNS server 403 to transmit the abnormal DNS query to

the sinkhole DNS servers 403. The sinkhole DNS server replies with a loop-back

address (127.0.0.1) or an address of honey pot system depending on the configuration set

by an administrator.

Although the preferred embodiments of the present invention have been

disclosed for illustrative purposes, those skilled in the art will appreciate that various

modifications, additions and substitutions are possible, without departing from the

scope and spirit of the invention as disclosed in the accompanying claims.

Industrial Applicability

The embodiment of the present invention can be applied to a network security

system.



What is Claimed is:

1. A malicious BOT measures method comprising the steps of:

detecting the excessive DNS queries generated by compromised PC through

malicious BOT;

analyzing these queries to classify into normal or abnormal management target;

and

redirecting the abnormal DNS query registered as a management target to a

redirection processing & response system.

2. The malicious BOT measures method according to claim 1, wherein the

detecting step includes collecting DNS query packets to detect whether the amount of the

queries about specific domain name exceeds a preset threshold value.

3. The malicious BOT measures method according to claim 1, wherein the

redirecting step includes the steps of:

changing a destination address of the abnormal DNS query into the redirection

processing & response system;

generating a response to the abnormal DNS query in the redirection processing

& response system; and

transmitting the response to the compromised PC by malicious BOT.

4 . The malicious BOT measures method according to claim 3, wherein the

response generated from the generating step has the same source IP address as that of a

response to the normal DNS query.

5. The malicious BOT measures method according to claim 3, wherein the

response generated from the generating step has one of a loop-back address preset by a



network administrator and an address of honey pot system for the intrusion temptation

and the analysis of malicious BOT characteristics.

6. A malicious BOT measures system comprising:

a redirection processing system for analyzing a domain name to receive

excessive DNS queries, registering the domain name as normal or abnormal management

target and redirecting the abnormal DNS query for a domain name registered as the

abnormal management target to a redirection processing & response system; and

the redirection processing & response system for generating a response to the

abnormal DNS query.

7. The malicious BOT measures system according to claim 6, wherein the

redirection processing system changes the destination address of an abnormal DNS query

into the address of the redirection processing & response system to redirect the abnormal

DNS query.

8. The malicious BOT measures system according to claim 6, wherein the

redirection processing & response system generates the response to the abnormal DNS

query which has the same IP address as that of a response to a normal DNS query.

9. The malicious BOT measures system according to claim 6, wherein the

redirection processing & response system generates the response to the abnormal DNS

query which has a loop-back address or an address of honey pot system for the intrusion

temptation and the analysis of malicious BOT characteristics depending on the

configuration set by an administrator.
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